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An earlier paper by the authors (Chaganty and Sethuraman, Ann. of Probab. 13 
(1985). 97-114) established large deviation local limit theorems for arbitrary 
sequences of real valued random variables. This work showed clearly the connec- 
tion between the Cramer series and large deviation rates. In this article we present 
large deviation local limit theorems for arbitrary multidimensional random 
variables based solely on conditions imposed on their moment generating functions. 
These results generalize the theorems of W. Richter (Theory Probab. Appl. 3 (1958), 
1OO106) for sums of independent and identically distributed random vectors. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
There has been a lot of interest in local limit theorems in cases where 
central limit theorems and large deviation rates have been previously 
obtained. Richter’s classical paper [ 1 l] initiated the study of large 
deviation local limit theorems for sums of independent random variables. 
The earlier results on large deviations for sums of independent random 
variables due to Cramer [6], Chernoff [S], and Bahadur and Ranga Rao 
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[2] were extended to arbitrary sequences of random variables and vectors 
by Steinbach [ 141 and Ellis [7]. Ellis showed elegantly how many of the 
older results on large deviations can be obtained, with far reaching exten- 
sions, for arbitrary random variables in a direct fashion through their 
moment generating functions. In an earlier paper the present authors, 
Chaganty and Sethuraman [4] have obtained large deviation local limit 
theorems for arbitrary random variables directly in terms of their moment 
generating functions. It was also pointed out in that paper that the so- 
called Cramer series, appearing in the main term of the asymptotic 
expression for the density, can be replaced by a large deviation rate. This 
allows for a neater expression for the asymptotic expansion for the density 
and for extensions of the large deviation local limit theorem for arbitrary 
random variables. 
Large deviation local limit theorems for random vectors which are sums 
of independent vectors have been obtained by Richter [ 121, Borovkov and 
Rogozin [3], von Bahr [ 161, Moskvin [S], Saulis and Statulevichus [ 131, 
McDonald [9], Phillips [lo], and others. In this paper we present large 
deviation local limit theorems for arbitrary random vectors based solely on 
their moment generating functions. 
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 starts out with the 
standard definitions needed to state the main theorems. Section 3 contains 
the statement and proof of the main theorem (Theorem 3.1) of the paper 
for nonlattice valued random vectors. Section 4 states and proves the main 
theorem (Theorem 4.1) for lattice-valued random vectors. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let @’ be the k-dimensional complex space. The points in C” are 
denoted by I’ = (z, ,..., zk) where Z~E Ck, i= I,..., k. If c( = (a ,,..., Q) is a k- 
dimensional vector with nonnegative integer components, we shall use the 
following abbreviations: 
dz=dz, dz2...dz,, 
Ial = Ia,1 + Ia,1 + ..’ + ICQI, 
L= (Z,, fz ,..., fk), 
11~11 =&T). 
When ,f’ is a complex-valued function on @” and i, ,j, I are positive 
integers we write 
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&I4 
Dij.f(z)=~,~ 
I I 
d’“‘f( -) 
D”f(z)= - &“’ dZ;2.. . d-2” &I &k 
(2-l) 
DEFINITION 2.1. A polydisc s(z, v) of radius r = (rr ,..., yk) around a 
point z is defined as 
s(z,r)=s(zl,rI)xs(z2,r2)x “’ xs(zk,rk), (2.2) 
where 
s(z;, Y;) = {:I : 1z: - Zil < r,), i = l,..., k. (2.3) 
The closure of S(Z, r) is denoted by S(Z, r). 
DEFINITION 2.2. A complex-valued function f is said to be holomorphic 
at a point zO in Ck if in some neighborhood of zO, it is the sum of an 
absolutely convergent power series 
f(z)= c a,(z-zo)Z. (2.4) 
111 b0 
Let (z + reio) = (z( + rl e’“‘,..., zk + rkeiok) for r = (r,,..., rk) and 0 = 
(0, ,..., 0,). The following theorem can be found in Vladimirov [ 15, 
pp. 30-3 11. 
THEOREM 2.3 (Cauchy). Suppose that a function f(z) is holomorphic 
and that it is bounded in the closed polydisc S(z,, r). Then the coefficient a, 
in the expansion off is given by 
1 277 
s J 
2nf(zo+ re’“) 
az=(27C)k o ..’ o p exp( - i( 8, cx ) ) de. (2.5) 
Consequently, 
Ia,1 G-!+ _ syp If(z (2.6) 
- t J(*W) 
3. LOCAL LIMIT THEOREMS FOR RANDO'M VECTORS 
The main Theorem 3.1 of this section generalizes Richter’s [ 121 results 
to arbitrary sequences of random vectors. The techniques of the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 are much the same as Richter’s, namely the inversion formula 
and the saddle point method. However, unlike Richter, we exploit Cauchy’s 
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Theorem 2.3 in estimating the remainder term. One should also note that 
condition (C) of Theorem 3.1 is different from condition (C) of 
Theorem 2.1 in our earlier paper, Chaganty and Sethuraman [4]. We 
believe that condition (C) of Theorem 3.1 is much simpler to verify than 
our earlier condition. We develop some more notation before stating the 
main theorem. 
Let {T,, n > 1) be a sequence of nonlattice random vectors in ak. 
Assume that the moment generating function (m.g.f.) #Jz)= 
E(exp(z, T,)) is holomorphic in Qk, where O= {x+iy:x~Z=(---,a), 
YEW} for some a>O. Let tin(z) = (l/n) log $,Jz) be well defined as a 
holomorphic function on Qk. Let V$&) = (01 rl/#(z),..., Dk$&z)) be the 
vector of first order partial derivatives and V2$,Jz) denote the matrix of 
second order partial derivatives, that is, 
V2h?(4 = (Qh?W. (3.1) 
The determinant of the matrix V’I,+,(Z) is denoted by IV’I++,(Z)I. 
Let (m,} be a sequence of random vectors in .gk. For u in Wk, denote 
the large deviation rate of T,/n at u by y,(u) = supscti[ (s, u) -tin(s)]. Let 
0 < a, < a and let I, denote the interval ( -a,, aI). The following 
Theorem 3.1 gives an asymptotic expression for the probability density 
function (p.d.f.) of the random vector TJn at the point m,. In what 
follows, we set (tJ to be equal to It,1 + It21 + ‘.. + Ifk(, when f=(f,,..., fk). 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the following conditions hold for T,, : 
(A) There exists 0 </II, < co such that I$,,(z)l </I, for all z in 62’ and 
n3 1. 
(B) There exists T, in 1: such that Vt+bn(zn) = m, and V’t+b,,(z) is 
positive definite with the eigenvulues bounded below by p2 > 0, for UN T in I: 
and n> 1. 
(C) Given 6 > 0, there exists 0 < q < 1 such that 
lim SUP SUP I~,,(T,, + iO/d,(T,,)I""G vl. 
,I> 1 ill > 6 
(D) There exists O<q< 1, I>0 such that 
I~J~(T,, + if)/~,(s,)lf”’ dt = Of@“). 
Let f,,(x) be the probability density function of T,,/n. Then 
nn/2 
‘rdrnn)= (2n)kl* lv3,qT,)l I/Z exP( -v,b,)) [ 1 + 0 (t)l. (3.2) 
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Remark 3.2. In the proof of Theorem 3.1 we only need the weaker con- 
dition that the eigenvalues of V*+,,(r,,) are bounded below by /& > 0 for all 
n 3 1. The stronger condition (B) will yield further refinements of the 
expression (3.2) as in (3.27) of Corollary 3.8. 
We shall postpone the proof of Theorem 3.1 until the end of Lemma 3.7. 
To get a better understanding of the conditions (B), (C), (D) of 
Theorem 3.1 we analyze them in the simple case when m, = E( T,)/n. Then 
the z,,‘s defined in condition (B) are equal to zero and V*$,,(O) is just the 
dispersion matrix of the random vector T,,/,,&. Furthermore condition (B) 
requires the variances of all the principal components of T,,/,,& to be at 
least pZ for all n > 1. This would be satisfied if T, /& converges in dis- 
tribution to a random vector whose support is not a proper subspace of 
1%‘. Again, when r,, = 0, for all n > 1, we can rewrite condition (C) as 
sup Iq$,(it)l “‘I 6 ‘1 for all n>n,. (3.3) 
If126 
When T,, is the sum of n i.i.d. nonlattice random vectors, the left-hand side 
of (3.3) is a characteristic function of a nonlattice random vector indepen- 
dent of n. Further, the above inequality is automatically satisfied, since the 
characteristic function of a nonlattice random vector has a unique 
maximum at the origin. Condition (D) is an integrability condition which 
not only guarantees the existence of the p.d.f. of T,,/n but also justifies the 
use of the inversion formula in (3.11). 
When m,,#E(T,,)/n, the conditions (A)-(D) will yield similar con- 
clusions about the tilted random variable T:, with p.d.f. dH,, defined in 
(3.10). 
Remark 3.3. When T,, is the sum of n i.i.d. nonlattice random vectors, 
the function I,G,~ z II/ and y,? E y, independent of n. We have already seen that 
in this special case condition (C) is automatically satisfied. Thus we have 
the following theorem due to Richter [ 121 as a special case of Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.4 (Richter). Let X, ,..., X,I be i.i.d. nonlattice random vectors 
in .gk with mean zero. Let 4(z) denote the m.g.f. of X,. Let $(z) = log 4(z). 
Let (m,,} be a sequence of vectors in 9i!k converging to zero. Assume the 
following conditions hold for $(z): 
(1) There exists b > 0 such that I+(z)1 < /I for all z in Qk. 
(2) There exists M < cc, I > 0 such that 
sup s I&T + it)/d(T)I’dt < M. *,I+ .*k 
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Further assume that IV2$,,(0)l #O. Let f, denote the p.d.f. of I,, = 
(X, + “. + X,,)/n. Then 
@ 
fiztmn) = (2,@/2 IV~IC/(.Q~ 10 exp(-wWJ) [ 1 + 0 ($1, (3.4) 
where z,, is such that z,, E If and VIc/(z,,) = m,. 
Proof: Theorem 3.4 will be established if we verify the conditions of 
Theorem 3.1 with T,, = LLY,,. Condition (1) of the present theorem is same 
as condition (A) of Theorem 3.1. The existence of r, in condition (B) 
follows since m, + 0 and V$(O) =O. By continuity, the condition 
IV’ll/(O)l # 0 implies that [V’~&r)l # 0 for z in a neighborhood of the origin. 
Thus condition (B) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied. We have already noted that 
condition (C) holds. Finally, one can easily verify that condition (2) 
implies condition (D). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.4. 1 
Remark 3.5. Theorem 3.4, which we have ascribed to Richter, requires 
weaker conditions than the main theorem of his paper (Theorem 1 of 
Richter [ 121) while yielding the same conclusion. Richter assumed that the 
p.d.f. of ,/;;8, exists for some n = n, and is bounded. By using the L,- 
theory of Fourier transforms, one can show that this implies condition (2) 
of Theorem 3.4 with I= 2n,. The conclusion (3.4) in Theorem 3.4 is the 
same as in Richter’s paper; we have reconstructed the Cramer series 
appearing in the asymptotic expression for the density in terms of the large 
deviation rate and displayed its crucial role. This is completely analogous 
to what we have done in the one-dimensional case in Chaganty and 
Sethuraman [4, Theorem 2.11. We may also note that Theorem 3.4 can be 
extended to obtain local limit results even if m, does not go to zero by 
using Theorem 3.1. 
Remark 3.6. Theorem 3.4 can also be extended to sums of independent 
and nonidentically distributed random variables X, , X,,..., with m.g.f.‘s 
4x, 9 ix,Y.. A conclusion similar to (3.4) will hold if the following con- 
ditions are satisfied: 
(i) There exists /? > 0 such that 
(ii) There exists c1> 0 such that 
tic, IV*log$,(O)I acf for na 1. 
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(iii) Given 6 > 0, there exists 0 <q < 1 such that 
lim sup sup Idx,(it)l d ‘I. 
/>I 111.6 
(iv) There exists O< q-c 1, 1>0 such that 
n 
sup in TE/: “kj,l l&,(z + it)/&z)l”” dr = O(e”‘). 
We now proceed to prove Theorem 3.1. As a preliminary, we establish 
Lemma 3.7, which provides an important bound for quantities appearing in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let { T,,, n > 1 }, be a sequence of nonlattice random vectors 
in Wk. Assume that conditions (A), (B) of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. Let 
G,(t)=$,(z,)+i< t, m,> -$,,(t,,+it). Thenfor /iI <(a-a,)/2, 
Proof Since $, is holomorphic in Qk and 7, is in 1’; for all n > 1, the 
following expansion is valid for I tl < (a - a,)/2, 
ti,(Tn + it) = $n(Tn) + i(c W,(T,)) - tfv2hALP 
- i 1 a:+’ + R,(z, + it), 
1x1 = 3 
(3.6) 
where R,(z,, + it) = & a4 a:)( it)‘. By Cauchy’s theorem and condition (A) 
we get the following bound for a?), 
Thus for I tl < (a - a,)/2 and for all n > 1, 
(3.8) 
It follows from the definition of G,(t), (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8) that for 
n2 1, 
ld3B, ld42B, 
‘(a-a,)3+(a-aa,)4. ’ (3.9) 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let F, denote the distribution function of T,. Let 
r, be defined as in condition (B). The characteristic function of the con- 
jugate distribution 
(3.10) 
is given by c$,Jz, + it)/~$,(r,). This characteristic function is absolutely 
integrable in view of condition (D). Therefore the inversion formula is valid 
and the p.d.f. of H, is given by 
1 
s 
ASzn + it) 
GP k@ ck(TH) 
exp(-i(t, x))dt. (3.11) 
Using the relation (3.10) we get the p.d.f. of F,, equal to 
&I, 4ATn + it) exp( - (z, + it, x)) dt 
and therefore f,Jx), the p.d.f. of T,/n equals 
~~~km.(~.+it)ex~(-n(~.+it,x))dt. (3.12) 
Substituting x = m, we get 
k 
- .fntmH) = &&k s 
d,,(z,, + it) exp( --n(z, + it, m,)) dt ,** 
,,kP 
= (2,gk/2 ~v’ll/,(~,)l l/2 exp( -ny,(m,))z~y 
where 
(3.13) 
I,, = nki2 IV21cl,r(5,,)l Ii2 (2lr)k’2 I ,~k ~n(~n+it)ex~(nCy,(m,)- (r,+it, m,>l)dt. (3.14) 
Noting that y,(m,) = (rn, m,) - @Jr,,), we can write 
I, = 
nk12 IV$f”(Z,)~ “2 
s (27+‘2 .& exp(nCti,(~, + it) - $,(z,)- i(t, m,>l) dt 
nk12 IV2tj,(7,)l ‘12 
= 
( 2n)k/2 
exp( -nG,(t)) dt +I exp( -nG,(t)) dt 
111 <I? 1 
= I,,, + I,,2 (say), (3.15) 
198 
where 6 > 0 is chosen 
where E is defined by 
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small enough so that 6 < (a - a, )/2 and E < /?,/2k, 
&=lj [ 
PI 28, 
(a-a,)3+(a-a,)4 . 1 (3.16) 
The above inequality will be useful in the analysis of the term I,,,. We show 
below in (3.19) that I,, goes to zero exponentially fast and in (3.22), (3.24), 
and (3.26) that I,,* = 1 + 0( l/n). This would then complete the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. Letting Ial = 2 in (3.7) we get that IDij$,Jrn)l < Z/?,/(a - a,)’ 
and hence IV*$,,(z,,)I is bounded uniformly in n. We need this observation 
in (3.19). Now, 
ReWW) = ti,,(~,) - ReaU$,l(T,l + if)) 
= -log kuT,* + ~~Mr,(T,)l Iin. (3.17) 
Therefore by condition (C) there exists 0 < q < 1, such that for n > n8, 
inf Real(G,(t)) = - sup [log [#Jr,, + it)/~,(z,)l’/‘t] 
lrl 2 d Ifl>ii 
2 -log~=~,>O. 
Thus 
(3.18) 
v,,, I< nk’2 IV2rj,(t,,)l “* I (27+‘2 , ,,, ,6 IeM -nG,,(f))l df 
< 
nk'? ~v21,bn(T,l)~"2 
(27r)k’2 y; lw( - (n - 0 G,(t))1 1 lexp( -~G,(t))l dt 24~ 
d O(nkj2) E exp( -(n - 1) Real(G,,(t))) exp(rP) 
a 
d O(nkj2) exp( - (n - I) y, + n") (3.19) 
which goes exponentially fast to zero, since 0 < q < 1. Making a change of 
variable t = s/&, we can write I,,, as 
I 
,r2 
= Iv2’h,,(T,,)I “? 
(27r)k’Z s 151 <6J; 
ew( -nG,,(-$))ds 
= IV2’k,,(T,,)l “2 
(2n)k’2 s ISI <6J;; 
exp - 
( 
~‘v2’k,,(T,,b 
2 + z,,(s) ds > 
= Iv2$,t(Tn)l I’* 
(2w)k’2 I 
S’v2’kn(L)S 
I.\1 c ii& 2 > 
x Cl + Z,(.f) + L,(s)1 & (3.20) 
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where 
and 
L,,(s) = CwG,(s)) - 1 - .W)l. 
Since Is\/&16 < (a-a,)/2, from Lemma 3.7 and (3.16) we get 
[Z,(s)1 =I-+ 1 al”‘f+nR, jr,+iS 
J)l n 
d IsI B1 28, (a-a,)3+(a-a,)4 =Eb12. 1 (3.21) 
Thus, 
I 
112 
= Iv24Q”(L)l “2 
(27r)k’Z s ISI <a& 
exp - 
( 
S’v2*n(dS 
2 
ds 
i IV2~n(~n)l “2 -- , ~3u~)~,~,c~~exp(-~‘v2~““~)~~ds 
&l (27dk/2 m 
+ n IV2vklM “2 
(27c)k’2 I 
exp - 
I.3 < SJ;; ( 
S’v2~‘~n’S)~~(~~+i~)ds 
+ IV2$nh)l “2 
s 
s’V2h7(?Js 
(27c)k’2 Is( <aJ;; 2 
L,(s) ds. (3.22) 
The first term on the right-hand side is equal to 1 + o( l/n) and the 
second term is equal to 0. The proof is completed by showing that the last 
two terms are equal to 0( l/n) (see (3.24) and (3.26)). Since IsI/& < 6, we 
have from (3.8), 
(3.23) 
200 
Therefore 
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n Iv2vkM 1’2 
(27p I (SI <a& 
exp - 
( 
S’V2~(r.)s)R.,(,.+i~)ds( 
d n Iv*buL)l I’* 
(27p I ISI <S& 
exp - 
( 
s’v*yy lR,*(Tn+ig ds 
< v, Iv21cI,(51)l “2 
s ‘n(27c)k’2(a-a,)4 Isl<SJ;; 
exp - 
( 
s’V2ti2&.)s) ls,4 ds 
(3.24) 
To show that the fourth term is 0(1/n), we first observe that 
lexp(z) - 1 -zI 6 Iz12 exp( lzl). Thus 
IL(s)l 6 (3.25) 
for IsI < 6 A. Using this bound in the last term of (3.22) we get 
IV21c/nh)l 1’2 
s 
s’V2ht(?Js 
(27p ISI <sJ;; 2 
< IV21cInh)I “2 
’ (27t)k’2 s I.31 < aJ exp( -P2s’d2) ILb)l ds 
d IwJhI)l “* 
(27r)k’2 I 
_ exp( -/12s’s/2 + E IsI’) 
ISI < 6Jn 
~ IV2Wn)l “2 
n( 27cp2 s ISI <a& exp ( 
I4’PI b142B, 
x (~-~,)3+&(a-a,)4 
=o I 
0 n ’ 
2 
ds 
(3.26) 
since k(s’s) > IsI and rc2 >2kc (see (3.16)). This shows that 
Z,,2 = 1 + 0( l/n). The proof of Theorem 3.1 is now complete. i 
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COROLLARY 3.8. Let (m,, n 2 1 } be a sequence of random vectors in SYk 
converging to m as n -+ co such that ns llm,, - mJ( > 1, for some 0 < 6 -C 1 and 
for al/n> 1. Let {T,, n 3 1 > be a sequence of random vectors satisfying con- 
ditions (A), (B), (C), and (D) of Th eorem 3.1. Assume that E( T,,) = nm and 
Cov( T,) = nC,, where C, is a nonsingular matrix. Then 
$12 
f,crn,) = (zz)k/2 ,zn, l/2 exp(-ny,h,))Cl +WIlm,-mll)l. WV 
Proof: By the multivariate mean value theorem (Apostol [ 1, pp. 
355-3561) there exists l, = &r,,, 0 < 1, < 1, such that 
Using Cauchy-Schwartz’s inequality and condition (B) we get 
lI~,,Il llm, - Ml > CV211/,(5,)~, 2 P2 lltnl12. 
Since BZ >O this implies that lim, IIr,J/ =0 and 11~~11 = 0(/m,-ml]). Let 
g,,(r) = lV2$,(r)l for r in 1:. By applying the chain rule and the mean value 
theorem and using condition (B), we can find 5, such that l,,=&,r,, 
0 < A:, < 1, and 
k?uN”2 - C&(?w2 CT??, Vgn(5,)) 
Csnh)l”2 =mn(~nMLw2 
~ ll~nll IlV&(LJll 
v’; . 
(3.28) 
We now show that IlVg,,(~,)ll is bounded in n. Note that 
Sn(5n)= 1 Dli,9,(5,)..'Dkik~,1(4,X (3.29) 
(ll....,ik 1 
where the summation is over all the permutations of (1, 2,..., k). Hence for 
1 <j<k 
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From (3.7) we get that PjlmIcl,,(L)l <V,l(~-a,)~ and l~1m~,(5,)l d 
2p, /(a - a, )‘. Thus there exists a constant C( /I,, (a - a, )) such that for all j, 
P,g,,(L)I <CM,, (a-al)) and consequently 
Therefore, 
llv&7(5,,)ll qm,, (a-a,)). 
= ~(ll~,,ll) = ~(ll~n-~ll). (3.31) 
From the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 and (3.31) we obtain 
#2 
fiimtl) = (2,$/2(v2$&,)I 112 
= (2n)kik;: ,I I I/2 exp(-ny,l(m,r))[l + @II 
w,-mllJl[l+O(t)l 
&d2 
= (27r)“‘l (C,,I ‘C exp(-nQm,JW +O(IIm,,-mll)l 
since nh Ilm,,--ml1 > 1. 1 
4. LOCAL LIMIT THEOREMS FOR LATTICE RANDOM VECTORS 
Let {e, ,..., ek) be an orthonormal basis of .Bk. Let L,, be the lattice 
((: [=h,,(m,e, + ... + m,e,), mi integer}, where (h,,, n > ! } is a sequence 
of real numbers. Let (T,,, n > 1) be a sequence of nondegenerate random 
vectors defined on the lattice L,,. Let {m,, ) be a sequence of random vec- 
tors such that nm,, is in L,,, for all n b 1 and $,,, II/,, be defined as before. 
Assume 4,,(z) is holomorphic in the region Qk, where 
Q = (X + i>,: x E ( --a, a), y E 9}. For the lattice random vectors T,, we have 
the following theorem, similar to Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that conditions (A), (B) of Theorem 3.1 and the 
folloccing condition (C’) (replacing condition (C) of Theorem 3.1) hold: 
(C’) Given 6 > 0, there exists 0 < q < I such that 
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Further assume that l/h,, = O(nP) for p>O. Let y,(u)= supsEIK 
C(u, s> -$&)I. Then 
,jd2 
7 Pr( T,, = nm,) 
Ikl 
1 
= (2~)“‘2~V’lj&,)~ ‘j2 exp(-ny.(m.))[l+O(~)]. (4.1) 
Proof. By definition 
d,,(r,,+it)= 1 exp((r,,+it,5>)Pr(T,,=~) for (z, + it) in Qk. (4.2) 
;EL, 
Multiplying both sides by exp( - (z,, + it, nm,, )) and integrating over the 
region 9” = ( (t , ,..., t,,); (ti( <n/hi, for all j}, we get 
W T,, = nm,, 1 [F,a 1 dt = lFn exp( - (7, + it, nm,)) q5,J~,, + it) dt. (4.3) 
Since s,Fn 1 dt= (2z)k/lh,,lk we can write 
IMk W T,, = nm,) = m s exp( --n(t, + it, m,)) qS,Jt, + it) dt .~” 
Iklk 
=,k/2(2~)k/21v2~,~(5,)1 I/2 exp( -nyfi(m,))zn, (4.4) 
where 
I,, = 
nk12 IV’$,(r,)l ‘I2 
(27c)k’Z 
X 
f 
exp(ny,(m,) - n(r, + it, m, >) #;(r,, + it) dt 
.F” 
X 
s 
exp(nC$,(~, + it) - $,(r,,) - i(t, m,>l) dt. (4.5) 9” 
Imitating the proof of Theorem 3.1 and noting 
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we can show that Z, = 1 + O( l/n). The proof is completed substituting this 
in (4.4). 1 
Remark 4.2. Under some additional assumptions on the sequence {m,) 
and the random vectors T,,, we can obtain further refinement of (4.1) 
similar to (3.27) of Corollary 3.8. 
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